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There is a missed opportunity in the way in 
which architectural practitioners engage 
with materials in Aotearoa and Te Moana nui 
a Kiwa. While many architectural designers, 
makers, and scholars have taken an interest in 
material as the object on which we impose our 
craft, few have discussed its agency, capacity 
for action, and immense embodied value — 
particularly within an Indigenous-Māori 
and Pacific context. Within each instance of 
stone, timber, or mineral extracted from the 
whenua is held human and material history, 
whakapapa, agental force, and mauri. This thesis 
seeks to bring these metaphysical truths and 
the narratives they resound to the foreground 
of architectural discourse. Beginning with 
a metaphysical stance which sits between 
Western new materialist and Indigenous Māori-
Pacific ontologies, this piece examines the 
complex inter-influence of these complementary 
theoretical worldviews and argues that 
together they set up a unique approach to 
architectural practice. This parallel theoretical 
approach, exemplified in the architectural 
philosophy and practice of the author, is 
explored through several series of material 
investigations. Largely sculptural in nature, 
these works operate in pursuit of architectonic 
gestures which celebrate, elevate, and privilege 
materials of significance sourced from around 
Aotearoa as well as from the island of Mauke; 
an ancestral homeland of the author. The 
author’s iterative process of hands-on making 

serves as a demonstration of an architectural 
practice that highlights the interaction between 
maker and material, which come together in 
a dialogue of architectural generation. In this 
way, the thesis pushes for reinvigoration of the 
relationship between designer and matter, and 
critiques the dominant role that prescriptive 
drawing holds in conventional architectural 
practice. Furthermore, the materially-sensitive 
architectural philosophy and methodology for 
which this thesis argues equates to meaningful 
political action. To embrace the whole value of 
these materials becomes an act of liberation; 
the acknowledgement of inherent mauri, 
agency, and essence present within matter 
often undervalued by Western empiricist and 
modernist perspectives. In this way, the thesis is 
an argument about value systems, challenging 
dominant worldviews in Aotearoa and Te Moana 
nui a Kiwa and the way in which they undermine 
vital aspects of indigenous material. The thesis’ 
main arguments are summarised in a final 1:1 
scale piece of furniture which embodies the 
author’s personal whakapapa and architectural 
philosophy. 

ABSTRACT

—Fig. 2; Maungawhau basalt.
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INTRODUCTION

How might embodied material dialogue and making 
practices challenge dominant value systems in 
architectural practice in Aotearoa and Te Moana Nui a 
Kiwa?

How might contemporary architectural practice 
be enriched through sensitive engagement with the 
embodied history or whakapapa of material?

This thesis argues for a materially-sensitive 
architectural philosophy and practice that 
celebrates, elevates, and privileges materials 
of significance within Aotearoa and Te Moana 
nui a Kiwa. Establishing a plural ontological 
perspective that has arisen within Aotearoa’s 
unique intercultural context, the project 
pushes for an expanded understanding of 
the role of materials within architectural 
discourse. Drawing on both Indigenous Māori-
Pacific and Western new materialist bodies of 
scholarship, the thesis argues that the inherent 
value, embodied history, and whakapapa of 
architectural material is severely undermined by 
dominant perspectives within the region. These 
issues are addressed through a methodology that 
frames direct interaction with materials as an 
embodied dialogue of architectural generation. 
This practice critiques several architectural 
conventions that have arisen from a Western 
modernist-dualist conception of reality; a binary 
framing that centers humanity as the primary 
agental subject in a world of inert nonhuman 
matter. Adopting a posthumanist stance 

influenced by the aforementioned ontological 
perspectives, the project rejects hylomorphic 
framings of the architectural process in pursuit 
of a methodology that accounts for the inherent 
agency of the material world. This practice is 
exemplified through several series of material 
investigations that serve to foreground the 
inherent narratives that exist within each 
material instance. Ultimately, the thesis aims to 
challenge dominant Western value systems with 
regard to architectural materials and revitalise 
the fundamental relationships between designer, 
maker, and material.

This thesis exists at the intersection of several 
key influences. Its origins can be traced to my 
lifelong interest in metaphysics, which was 
the subject of my first encounter with tertiary 
education. It also started with my discovery of 
phenomenological making processes, largely 
thanks to the teaching of Jeremy Treadwell 
throughout my architectural education. The 
phenomenological theoretical perspective 
eventually gives way to contemporary new 
materialist thought, which has become central 
to my practice. Lastly, the project reflects my 
personal journey of coming to embrace my 
Pacific Indigeneity. In pursuit of a consistent 
worldview, I began to notice similarities between 
my Western philosophical interests and the 
Indigenous Māori-Pacific scholarship I was 
becoming increasingly exposed to thanks to 
several teachers at the school including my 
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| Fig. 5; Tiwai Point aluminium. 

supervisor, Lynda Simmons. This thesis represents 
the coming-together of these perspectives in a 
way that I believe strengthens both; setting up a 
unique complementary relationship that could 
only be the product of a specific cultural context. 

The thesis is structured into three chapters: 
Chapter One addresses the project’s theoretical 
foundations and establishes a plural ontology; 
Chapter Two extends this philosophy toward 
an architectural practice, outlining a making-
based practice that foregrounds embodied 
material narratives; and Chapter Three serves to 
demonstrate the architectural approach set out 
in Chapters One and Two. This is achieved via a 
series of investigative case studies undertaken 
with four materials of significance from around 
Aotearoa and the island of Mauke in Kuki ‘Āirani 
The Cook islands. 

It should be noted that where relevant, I have 
attempted to rely primarily on academic sources 
from Indigenous Māori and Pacific scholars.

Lastly, I would like to acknowledge any mistakes, 
misreadings, or insensitivities that occur in the 
writing that follows. While I have made every 
effort to inform myself and engage sensitively 
with the project’s subjects and themes, I am bound 
to have made ignorant errors. I am at the beginning 
of a long path of learning about mātauranga Māori 
and apologise in advance for my mis-steps. 
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CHAPTER ONE: A PLURAL ONTOLOGY

[A person’s] metaphysics is the sum total of the beliefs out 
of which develop the basic convictions and assumptions by 
which [they direct] and guide [their] life. Metaphysics deals 
with first principles, especially those dealing with knowing 
and existence or being; and this metaphysics is connected 
with [their] centre.1

This thesis is located between two distinct yet 
complementary ontological perspectives. The 
first can be broadly described as an Indigenous-
Māori and Pacific Cosmology, and the second 
as in keeping with the new materialist 
movement prevalent in contemporary Western 
academia. These theoretical frameworks share 
a fundamental commonality in the importance 
they place on interconnectivity. Both ontologies 
challenge core principles of Western modernist-
dualist philosophy in favour of relationality-
based models of understanding the natural world 
Te Ao Mārama.2 These perspectives oppose 
the widespread conception of a nature-culture 
binary, instead framing the world as a single inter-
related ecosystem.3 Via different mechanisms, 
agency is given to matter; that which is often 
reduced to mere passivity — the inert nonhuman 
in an anthropocentric world. The architectural 
implications of expanding the field of agency 
to include the nonliving are powerful, opening 
opportunities for an enriched and vital material 

1. Marsden and Royal, The Woven Universe, 27.
2. Metaphysical mind-body dualism: the broad position that the world is made of two fundamental kinds of substances or 
phenomena — mental and physical. See Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy definition.
3. Yates, “Mauri-Ora: Architecture, Indigeneity, and Immanence Ethics,” 268.
4. Referring to Jane Bennett’s concept of Vital Materiality introduced in Vibrant Matter: a Political Ecology of Things.
5. Clary-Lemon. “Gifts, Ancestors, and Relations: Notes Toward an Indigenous New Materialism.”

practice.4 Therefore it is important that the 
thesis begins with this metaphysics; positing a 
hybrid perspective on the nature of the universe 
which forms the basis for a philosophy and 
methodology of architectural design research. 

There are also important political implications 
which exist at the intersection of these 
ontologies; most significantly the problems 
of colonialism and the appropriation and/
or dismissal of Indigenous knowledge(s) 
by Western academia. As Jennifer Clary-
Lemon writes of her own discipline: “... the 
reach of influential thinkers in rhetoric and 
composition’s new material gaze has not, as of 
yet, reconciled that it chooses not to include 
the work of Indigenous scholars and writers in 
thinking through material epistemologies and 
ontologies.”5 This issue is not specific to the study 
of rhetoric, but has been pervasive across the 
humanities as the field of new materialism has 
developed in recent decades. This thesis frames 
Indigenous knowledge alongside new materialist 
scholarship, and in doing so pushes for greater 
appreciation of an Indigenous ontological 
perspective which long predates recent trends 
in Western academia. Furthermore, my personal 

—Fig. 6; Mangakahia tōtara.
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worldview and architectural practice reflects the 
parallel coexistence of these perspectives; a result 
of my upbringing, cultural and societal contexts, 
and education — architectural and otherwise. 

In this thesis I seek to better understand these 
issues by mapping them onto my own identity 
as an architectural student, maker, and teacher 
of Maukean, Niuean, and Pākehā descent. 
Through this self-contextualisation, I wish to 
explore the interwoven hybridity of the cultural 
and theoretical background to my developing 
architectural philosophy and process. 
This chapter will begin with the introduction of 
the slash |; a theoretical and grammatical device 
which functions to organise the work in keeping 
with the aforementioned hybridity. It will then 
move on to provide a broad overview of each 
ontology, before discussing them together as 
compatible and complementary knowledge 
systems. The chapter will acknowledge the 
political issues which arise at the intersection of 
these perspectives. Finally, it will conclude with 
a personal definition for architecture that sets 
up for the theoretical centreing of material as the 
primary subject of my architectural practice and 
the focus of the majority of this thesis’ research. 6

6. Material meaning architectural material as opposed to metaphysical matter. Materials will be discussed in depth in Chapter 
Two.
7. Cameron, De Leeuw, and Desbiens. “Indigeneity and Ontology,” 22.
8. Yates, “Mauri-Ora: Architecture, Indigeneity, and Immanence Ethics,” 268.

THE SLASH |

Firstly, it should be stated that the two 
ontologies around which I have organised my 
worldview, architectural stance, and work, are 
not two complete perspectives but complex 
and expansive fields in and of themselves. The 
terms Indigenous-Māori and Pacific Cosmology 
and new materialism are blanket terms for entire 
fields of inquiry, research, and philosophy. 
In the case of the Indigenous ontologies, to 
include too broad a range of worldviews under 
the same umbrella runs the risk of enacting a 
colonial othering of these perspectives; lumping 
distinct ontologies together in a category of 
non-Western sameness.7 Te Moana nui a Kiwa 
is a vast and diverse quasi-continent and while 
I draw together many common threads for this 
metaphysical and architectural argument, it 
should be acknowledged that Pacific ontologies 
are not a homogeneous singular. As Amanda 
Yates points out in her important article, “Mauri-
Ora: Architecture, Indigeneity, and Immanence 
Ethics”, the constantly-broadening field of 
inquiry that is new materialism is similarly 
diverse. Yates lists upwards of twenty authors 
whose work addresses subject matter related to 
the “eco-ontological turn”; an interdisciplinary 
blanket term for the theoretical shift toward 
matter and the material world which will be 
discussed further into this chapter.8 Here it 
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is important to again acknowledge this non-
homogeneity because the scope of this thesis 
limits the extent to which I am able to engage 
with the multitude of scholarly nuances in the 
field. 

With the above acknowledgements aside, 
I am able to introduce the slash |, which is a 
recurring grammatical motif used throughout 
the thesis to frame concepts in relation to these 
two ontologies. It also symbolises the parallel 
coexistence of these perspectives and represents 
the liminal space in which my architectural 
philosophy and practice is located. As established 
earlier, there are important commonalities 
between these ontological fields, regardless of 
their dissimilar origins. While the mechanisms 
by which each ontology approaches a given 
concept are disparate, they are often approaching 
similar phenomena. The slash is an effective way 
of conveying this. To demonstrate its purpose; 
take for example the notion of mauri in the 
context of Indigenous Māori cosmology. Mauri, 
defined by Māori Marsden as “the life-force that 
generates, regenerates, and upholds creation”, 
is a central concept to the cosmology and is 
the mechanism by which the field of agency 
is expanded to the nonhuman.9 Mauri will be 
discussed in more detail shortly, but for now 
this overview will suffice. A key figure in new 
materialist thought, Jane Bennett discusses 
the concept of material vitality as the means to 

9. Marsden and Royal, The Woven Universe, 44.
10. Bennett, Vibrant Matter: a Political Ecology of Things, 17.

an expanded understanding of material agency 
or power.10 These notions are distinct and to 
conflate mauri and material vitality directly 
would be to butcher nuanced concepts. However, 
there is an important commonality between 
these ideas, particularly in the context of this 
thesis. Both mauri and material vitality facilitate 
an expanded understanding of the agency or 
power of the natural world Te Ao Mārama, 
and become important means by which these 
ontologies challenge dominant modernist 
dualist perspectives. The slash draws a relational 
line between these concepts, highlighting their 
similarities while acknowledging their distinct 
origins. 

It needs to be noted that firstly, the slash does 
not function as a translation device between Te 
Reo Māori and English despite cases where the 
language aligns. Secondly, it does not imply that 
given concepts are diametric poles of a binary 
relationship; they exist independently on entirely 
separate ontological planes.

INDIGENOUS MĀORI-PACIFIC 
COSMOLOGY

In her introduction to the philosophy of Te 
Ao Māori, Georgina Tuari Stewart lists three 
fundamental tenets of the Māori perspective 
that she argues are excluded from Western 
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frameworks: that everything in existence 
is related; that all things are living; and that, 
quoting Smith, things regarded as intangible 
in the Western perspective can be accessed or 
mediated by humans.11 These principles are 
foundational and offer introductory insight into 
the more specific concepts I will discuss next. 

Polynesians possess oral traditions that reveal sophisticated 
understandings of the world and of their place in it. 
These typically take the form of an elaborate cosmogony 
beginning with the origin of the universe and the primal 
parents, then continuing to trace the descent of living and 
nonliving, material and immaterial phenomena, including 
humans.12

As the above passage describes, the Polynesian 
ontology is based on a cosmological origin story 
which informs everything from the fundamental 
nature of the universe to the simplest of 
human and nonhuman interactions. The most 
important principle which governs these 
relationships is whakapapa, described by Stewart 
as a “master concept of the Māori worldview.”13 
Although it is often translated to mean genealogy, 
whakapapa is only partially explained by this 
interpretation. Beyond describing direct familial 
or genetic lineages among living things, the 

11. Stewart, Māori Philosophy: Indigenous Thinking from Aotearoa, 55.
12. Roberts et al., “Whakapapa as a Māori Mental Construct: Some Implications for the Debate over Genetic Modification of 
Organisms.” 1.
13. Stewart, Māori Philosophy: Indigenous Thinking from Aotearoa, 85.
14. Salmond, “Tears of Rangi: Water, Power, and People in New Zealand,” 292.
15. Roberts et al., “Whakapapa as a Māori Mental Construct: Some Implications for the Debate over Genetic Modification of 
Organisms.” 1.
16. It is important to note that while in many ways whakapapa does equate to a history, the concept is not bound by Western 
linear conceptions of time. Whakapapa as history is more closely aligned with the idea that ancestors or earlier forms of an 
entity simultaneously exist within the contemporary version of said entity. This is discussed by Albert Refiti in his chapter, 
”Recontextualising Polynesian Architecture in Aotearoa New Zealand”, 128.

term encompasses relationships of all kinds 
between spiritual and physical entities, both 
living and nonliving. Anne Salmond describes 
whakapapa as the mechanism by which a 
fundamentally interrelated universe is ordered 
within the Māori worldview.14 Mere Roberts 
gives a similar definition, describing whakapapa 
as an “epistemological framework in which 
perceived patterns and relationships in nature 
are located.”15 Whakapapa serves to organise 
and contextualise all material and immaterial 
phenomena of Te Ao Mārama. The whakapapa 
of a person or object becomes a compound 
embodied history; locating all entities within 
the vast network of relationships that make 
up the world.16 A whakapapa-based worldview 
erodes the binaries commonly seen in Western 
conceptions of reality. This is summarised by 
Roberts, who writes, “There is no disjunction 
between the spiritual and material worlds… 
[and whakapapa] establishes and emphasizes 
complementary relationships, rather than the 
oppositional ones that exist between more 
modern juxtapositions, such as the ‘natural and 
the supernatural,’ the ‘living and the nonliving,’ 
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and the ‘nature-culture divide.’”17 Whakapapa 
also informs the manner in which humans 
ought to interact with other entities, becoming 
a moral or ethical framework in addition to an 
epistemological one.18 In summary, the universe 
ordered by whakapapa is conceived as a complete 
inter-related ecosystem of agency, exchange, and 
influence.
 
As mentioned earlier, mauri is another important 
principle of Indigenous Māori-Pacific ontology. 
Quoted by Roberts, Michael Shirres defines the 
concept as “the elemental energy or material life 
force that constitutes the essential self or essence 
of a thing.”19 Stewart’s definition similarly aligns 
mauri with the idea of essence.20 If whakapapa is 
the overarching layered structure of the world, 
mauri is the immanent energy that connects 
and binds the structure together. Mauri is not 
a static phenomenon, but exists in a state of 
constant flux, flowing within and between all 
living and nonliving entities of Te Ao Mārama. 
The movement of this essential life principle is 
accounted for by an adjacent concept, hau. Hau is 
often used interchangeably with mauri; however 
in the context of this thesis, which is primarily 
concerned with materials, matter, and the 
inanimate, it is important to identify the subtle 

17. Roberts et al., “Whakapapa as a Māori Mental Construct: Some Implications for the Debate over Genetic Modification of 
Organisms.” 4.
18. Stewart, Māori Philosophy: Indigenous Thinking from Aotearoa, 88.
19. Roberts et al., “Whakapapa as a Māori Mental Construct: Some Implications for the Debate over Genetic Modification of 
Organisms.” 2.
20. Stewart, Māori Philosophy: Indigenous Thinking from Aotearoa, 91.
21. Marsden and Royal, The Woven Universe, 44.
22. Stewart, Māori Philosophy: Indigenous Thinking from Aotearoa, 91

difference between the terms. Māori Marsden 
describes hau as, “the agent or source by and from 
which mauri is mediated to objects both animate 
and inanimate.”21 To put this relationship 
simply, mauri is the life force which circulates 
throughout the universe, while hau is both its 
source and means of transmission. It is important 
to note that the suffix -ora, which can be applied 
to both terms, means life and is exclusively used 
in reference to living things. Therefore, while 
hau-ora or the breath of life mediates mauri into 
and around inanimate things, they are never 
described by mauri-ora or said to have hau 
themselves. 

All entities within Te Ao Mārama exist relative 
to their contexts; together making up a sensitive 
field of inter-influence in which everything 
affects, and is affected by, the world around 
it. The Māori principle that describes these 
relationships is whanaungatanga, which translates 
to kinship or relationship and stems from the word 
whanau or family.22 As with whakapapa, there is a 
moral implication embedded in the term, which 
again relates to the interconnected nature of the 
cosmos — relationality implies responsibility. 
On this, Stewart writes, “An ontology 
anchored by whakapapa leads to an ethics of 
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whanaungatanga...”23 While whanaungatanga 
is most often used in a human context, the 
principle can be extended to relationships 
between any entities. 

Within Te Ao Māori, the term taonga is used to 
describe things of significant cultural value. A 
simple translation is treasure, but as is the case 
with many Māori terms, taonga describes a 
sophisticated concept that does not have a direct 
English counterpart. A typical conception of 
Māori treasures might include objects such as 
kākahu cloaks, pounamu jewellery, or carved 
ancestral pou. However, species, concepts, 
resources, and techniques might also be 
considered taonga. With the above principles 
in mind, it can be understood how taonga are 
culturally valuable not for their scarcity or 
economic trade value, but for their relational 
context. Value comes from relationality, be 
that who made an artefact, who gifted it and to 
whom, or where the raw material was sourced. 
Something which is taonga embodies its history, 
carrying and expanding on its whakapapa 
relations as it moves through the lifeworld. It 
should be briefly noted that the term taonga is 
also used in cases where there is less reverence 
for the entity, in this context meaning object or 
property.

The above principles fundamentally inform the 
Māori-Pacific approach to objects or materials. 

23. Stewart, 92.
24. Hoskins and Jones, “Non-human Others and Kaupapa Māori Research”, 50.

As part of a holistic lifeworld Te Ao Mārama, 
all things have the capacity to influence and 
express agency over their immediate relational 
connections. This is echoed by Hoskins and Jones 
who write, “[the Māori] world takes it for granted 
that objects can speak, act, and have effects 
independently of human thought and will.”24

The points discussed in this section provide a 
broad introduction to the way that Indigenous 
Māori-Pacfic philosophy approaches ontology, 
epistemology, and metaphysics. Whakapapa, 
mauri, hau, whanaungatanga, and taonga have 
been addressed in detail because they relate 
directly to the central themes of this thesis. 
However, it should be acknowledged that there 
are several other fundamental ontological 
principles including mana, tapu, utu, wairua, 
manākitanga, and aroha, that have been omitted 
due to the limited scope of the project. Lastly, 
it should be reiterated that I am not an expert 
on Indigenous Māori-Pacific metaphysics, 
nor am I in a position to speak with authority 
on mātauranga Māori. While I am on a path 
of discovering my own Pacific indigineity, it is 
important to state that this section should be 
read as a literature review.
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THE TURN TO MATTER; NEW 
MATERIALISM

Matter is not immutable or passive. It does not require the 
mark of an external force like culture or history to complete 
it. Matter is always already an ongoing historicity.25

New materialism is an emergent field of 
inquiry within the arts, social sciences, and 
humanities. The term describes an array of 
theoretical perspectives that share a focus on the 
ontological importance of matter and materiality. 
These perspectives privilege the material 
phenomena of the world over the perceived 
power of language, texts, cultural systems, and 
representation within it. New materialism 
decentres humanity as the primary subject of 
ontological and epistemological framing, instead 
favouring ecosystem-based conceptions of 
reality in which humans are simply participants 
alongside everything else. Often described 
as the most recent ontological turn, the turn to 
matter, or the nonhuman turn, this rejection of 
anthropocentrism has substantial implications 
for a wide range of philosophical and academic 
disciplines. 

This section will discuss key examples of 
new materialist scholarship with respect to 
material agency, before placing it alongside the 
Indigenous Maori-Pacific cosmology introduced 

25. Barad, “Posthumanist Performativity: Toward an Understanding of How Matter Comes to Matter,” 821.
26. Fox and Alldred, “New Materialism”, 2.
27. It is important to acknowledge here that the field has roots in critical feminist and decolonial scholarship.; 
Monism: The broad category of fundamentally flat or single-conception philosophies. Monisms are the opposite of the 
aforementioned dualisms. See Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy definition.

above. It is important to note that there are 
significant divergences between new materialist 
perspectives which make it difficult to establish 
a clear route through the field. The purpose of 
this section instead is to introduce the new 
materialist way of thinking that backdrops the 
architectural perspective and methodology 
discussed in Chapter Two. 

As the name suggests, new materialism is the 
latest in a long line of materialist philosophies 
which include the work of theorists such as 
Hobbes, Marx, and Engels. This is not to suggest, 
however, that there is a direct continuity 
between old and new materialism, and in 
fact many new materialist scholars distance 
themselves from the likes of Marxist dialectical 
materialism. Fox and Alldred propose one reason 
for this is that older materialist philosophies 
ascribe the ultimate power over societal 
conditions to cultural phenomena such as class; 
thus denying material its agency in favour of 
macro-level or top-down power structures.26 
New materialism is still a monist ontology, but is 
possibly better understood as a response to the 
poststructuralist epistemologies that dominated 
Western academia in the latter part of the 20th 
century.27 In this context the field draws from 
the work of theorists such as Deleuze, Guattari, 
Butler, Foucault, and Haraway. 
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As mentioned above, the theory frames matter 
itself as the source of power within the world 
rather than cultural constructs — “social 
production rather than social construction.”28 
This rejection of social constructivism is 
articulated by Karen Barad in the opening 
paragraph of their pivotal piece, “Posthumanist 
Performativity: Toward an Understanding of 
How Matter Comes to Matter”:

Language has been granted too much power.  The linguistic 
turn, the semiotic turn, the interpretative turn, the cultural 
turn: it seems that at every turn lately every “thing”—even 
materiality—is turned into a matter of language or some 
other form of cultural representation. The ubiquitous 
puns on “matter” do not, alas, mark a rethinking of the key 
concepts (materiality and signification) and the relationship 
between them. Rather, it seems to be symptomatic of the 
extent to which matters of “fact” (so to speak) have been 
replaced with matters of signification (no scare quotes 
here). Language matters. Discourse matters. Culture 
matters. There is an important sense in which the only thing 
that does not seem to matter anymore is matter.29

Barad goes on to outline their own form of new 
materialism titled agental realism; according 
to which matter is a“congealing of agency” 
— fundamentally defined by its potential; 
essentially composed of tiny actions and 
interactions.30 Jane Bennett describes matter as 

28. Fox and Alldred, “New Materialism”, 1.
29. Barad, “Posthumanist Performativity: Toward an Understanding of How Matter Comes to Matter,” 801.
30. Barad, 822.; It is critically important to acknowledge that Barad’s relational theory work has powerful implications for queer 
and gender studies; to ignorantly group them alongside new materialist scholars who do not contend with these issues would 
be a disservice to the whole of Barad’s influence. This is addressed in detail by Harris and Ashcraft in their piece, “Doing power, 
deferring difference: Gendered-raced processes and the case of Karen Barad”, 5.
31. Bennet, Vibrant Matter: a Political Ecology of Things, 53.
32. Bennett, 55.
33. Coole et al., New Materialisms: Ontology, Agency, and Politics, 10.

vital and vibrant, going so far as to argue that it is 
capable of having a life of its own.31 In her seminal 
book Vibrant Matter: a Political Ecology of Things, 
Bennett uses examples of metal and metallurgy 
to demonstrate that even the coldest and hardest 
of materials radiate a “quivering effervescence.”32 
For new materialists, matter or materiality is 
fundamentally dynamic, heterogeneous, and 
self-determining. This is echoed by Coole and 
Frost who write that “[matter, with] its own 
modes of self-transformation, self-organization, 
and directedness” challenges the orthodox 
conception that humans are the only entities 
with autonomy and power over the world around 
them.33 These are just three examples of how the 
field redefines the role matter plays within the 
world, and challenges the conventional notion 
that matter is an inert substance.

As well as an expansion of the capacities and 
agencies of matter, new materialist perspectives 
also broaden the definition of what constitutes 
materiality. This is summarised by Fox and 
Alldred who write: 

The materialities considered in new materialist approaches 
include human bodies; other animate organisms; material 
things; spaces, places, and the natural and built environment 
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that these contain; and material forces including gravity 
and time. Also included may be abstract concepts, human 
constructs, and human epiphenomena such as imagination, 
memory, and thoughts; though not themselves “material,” 
such elements have the capacity to produce material 
effects.34

As this passage outlines, things conventionally 
conceived as concrete, physical, or material 
make up only the first layer of materiality. Also 
included are abstract concepts and nonphysical 
phenomena. Furthermore some theorists include 
spirituality and spiritual entities within their 
frameworks, as these too have the potential 
to create material change despite not being 
concrete themselves.35 Following this point on 
spirituality, it is important to note that, while it is 
a monist or flat ontology, new materialism does 
not claim to be a single universal or objective 
theory. In rejecting dualist binaries the field 
opens up the potential for expansive perspectival 
diversity.36 

This broadened characterisation of matter brings 
us to another variety of new materialist thought; 
object-oriented ontology, commonly abbreviated as 
OOO.37 For thinkers such as Graham Harman, 
Levi Bryant, and Timothy Morton, matter is 
replaced by the notion of objects. According to 
OOO, everything is an object that is greater 

34. Fox and Alldred, “New Materialism”, 2.
35. Fox and Alldred, 2.
36. Fox and Alldred, 3.
37. I would argue that OOO sits at the intersection of new materialist and post-phenomenological discourses. In my opinion, 
OOO provides interesting points about the fundamental nature of matter, but falls short on many of the political issues that 
other theories address in exciting new ways. This note relates to footnote no. 30 on Karen Barad.
38. Gage, “Killing Simplicity: Object-Oriented Philosophy in Architecture”, 98.

or essentially more than the sum of its parts. 
Graham Harman, quoted in Mark Foster Gage’s 
summative piece on the theory’s architectural 
implications, defines objects as “any unified 
entity, whether it has a reality in the world or only 
in the mind.”38 For object-oriented ontologists, 
objects are not epistemologically accessible to 
one another because they can only interact in 
limited ways. Put differently, objects with the 
capacity to know, such as humans, can never 
entirely understand another object because they 
are never able to engage with the fundamental 
essences of another entity. The implication that 
objects have essences aligns the theory with 
the notion of mauri, and also invokes Platonic 
ideas such as the theory of Forms. It should be 
noted that OOO is inconsistent with many 
other new materialist perspectives because it 
rejects relationality entirely; instead arguing that 
objects should be conceived based solely on their 
individual existential truths rather than within 
any context. For this reason, the theory has been 
criticised for missing some of the most powerful 
political implications of a new materialist 
framework and reverting to an individualistic 
ontology. Nonetheless, OOO is a thought-
provoking branch within the field, particularly 
with regard to the fundamental nature of matter, 
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entities, bodies, and objects.

This section has discussed several examples of 
new materialist thought in order to provide a 
general introduction to common themes within 
the field. There are many more key concepts, 
authors, and implications that the project can 
not accommodate. Theorists such as DeLanda, 
Latour, Braidotti, Spinoza, and Bouchez have 
been omitted. Furthermore, the extensive 
writings of those who have been mentioned, 
including Barad, Bennett, Harman, and Morton, 
have only briefly been discussed. The next 
section will address the thesis’ two ontologies 
in tandem, covering their compatibilities and 
acknowledging the political issues that arise at 
their intersection. 

A HYBRID PERSPECTIVE

Following these ontological overviews, it is clear 
that there are theoretical harmonies between 
new materialist and Indigenous Māori-Pacific 
perspectives. This is particularly apparent in 
the way in which these fields approach the 
fundamental nature of the material world. 
Terms such as mauri | essence, hau | agental 
force, and whakapapa | ecosystem, facilitate 
similar conceptions of reality within their 
respective metaphysical frameworks. The 
section that follows looks at the commonalities 
between these perspectives, the politics of their 
interactions, and how a specific geographical and 
cultural context facilitates a unique theoretical 

hybridity. It will conclude with a personal 
definition of architecture that has arisen from 
the philosophical perspective established in this 
chapter.

As discussed, an Indigenous Māori-Pacific 
perspective orders the world as a holistic 
interconnected ecosystem of participatory 
entities. This is mirrored by new materialist 
frameworks that foreground matter and material 
forces as the ultimate productive agents in 
the universe. Via mechanisms such as mauri | 
essence, taonga | agental objects often considered 
passive or inert are empowered with the capacity 
to affect the world around them. For these 
perspectives, the world, everything that exists 
within it, and all that comprises its history are 
products of relational interaction. 

These ontologies fundamentally disrupt the 
notion of a nature-culture divide which, since 
the advent of post-enlightenment positivist 
science, has been taken as fact within Western 
orthodoxies. The nature-culture binary is 
problematic for many reasons, not least because 
it is implicated in the notion that humanity is 
entitled to claim authority or mastery over the 
world. Many new materialist scholars such as 
Gibson, Morton, Bennett, and Benson frame the 
problems of this reductive binary with respect 
to the current global ecological crisis, arguing 
that ecosystem thinking may help toward a 
solution. There is also substantial writing on how 
Indigenous knowledge systems across the world 
provide many of the much-needed answers to 
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capitalism-induced climate change. 

Another important commonality between these 
ontologies is in the way that they approach the 
histories of things. Within the Māori-Pacific 
ontology, whakapapa is a relational history 
carried within an entity, as well as something 
retained via oral tradition. Whakapapa is a 
metaphysical record of all that is, and all that has 
been. New materialist perspectives, including 
OOO, hold that the essence of an object is 
continually in flux — fundamentally ever-
changing as the entity exists and interacts within 
the ecosystem. These ideas of embodied 
history | whakapapa have substantial 
architectural implications; most centrally that 
there is an embodied history present within each 
material component of an architectural entity. 
Furthermore, just as material components are 
agental participants within the world, so are 
whole buildings — which are entities themselves. 
A hybrid philosophical position that embraces 
these perspectives is one that advocates for 
careful consideration for the sensitive relational 
field that is Te Ao Mārama. 

Unfortunately, I believe that the harmonies 
between these perspectives are not yet embraced 
or even acknowledged within mainstream 
academia. For many Indigenous scholars, 

39. Todd, “An Indigenous Feminist’s Take on the Ontological Turn: ‘ontology’ Is Just Another Word for Colonialism.”
40. Cameron, de Leeuw, and Desbiens, “Indigeneity and ontology,” 19.
41. Rosiek, Snyder, and Pratt, “The New Materialisms and Indigenous Theories of Non-Human Agency: Making
the Case for Respectful Anti-Colonial Engagement,” 331.

both locally and globally, new materialism’s 
emergence represents a slow and long-overdue 
turn to relationality in Western social thinking. 
Furthermore, it is a development for which their 
established worldviews and philosophies are 
given no credit. While this thesis advocates for a 
hybrid perspective, it must be acknowledged that 
recent developments in Western metaphysics 
follow, and in many cases draw on, Indigenous 
knowledges. 

Thankfully there is some emerging scholarship 
that discusses these issues. Zoe Todd, who has 
written on these matters from as early as 2014, 
expresses well-justified anger about what can 
be read as colonial dismissal of valid Indigenous 
knowledge.39 Cameron, de Leeuw, and Desbiens 
highlight the omission of Indigenous authority 
at new materialist conferences as a reflection 
of its status within academia as a whole.40 
Roseik, Snyder, and Pratt have addressed the 
potential causes for the lack of articulation 
between ontologies, citing institutional racism, 
the relative infancy of new materialism, and 
competing philosophical priorities as key 
examples.41 Closer to Aotearoa New Zealand 
and a Māori-Pacific context, groundbreaking 
work is coming from Te Kawehau Hoskins 
and Alison Jones, who have written about how 
Māori theoretical relationality interacts with 
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posthumanist and new materialist scholarship.42 
Within a local architectural context, Amanda 
Yates has addressed the aforementioned 
ecological potentialities of a hybrid stance, 
arguing that Māori ecosystem thinking is 
aligned with existing green building certification 
standards, and that it should be foregrounded in 
sustainable construction approaches.43 

The intersection of these fields is only just 
beginning to be explored, particularly within 
Aotearoa New Zealand, and even more so 
within architecture. This thesis argues for a 
philosophical perspective that is strengthened 
by its plurality, and that the South Pacific 
context, which gave rise to this hybridity 
within my personal theoretical approach, 
provides exciting opportunities for the region’s 
architectural discipline to be ahead of the 
global curve. Furthermore, the way in which 
these perspectives frame the universe makes 
for a more thoughtful, ecologically-sensitive 
architectural practice and provides the potential 
for architecture that facilitates enriched 
relationships with and for the people who live 
alongside it.

42. Hoskins and Jones, “Non-human Others and Kaupapa Māori Research,” 48.
43. Yates, “Mauri-Ora: Architecture, Indigeneity, and Immanence Ethics,” 271.

TIVAEVAE | QUILT

I would like to conclude this chapter with a 
personal definition for architecture that has 
emerged from my reflections on the plural 
ontology:

The world is a vibrant interconnected field of agental 
entities defined by and inseparable from their 
relationships to one another. This field becomes a woven 
fabric of relational connections between entities, forming 
a vast cosmological tivaevae | quilt. As with any blanket, 
there are folds, creases, indentations, and waves. When 
a part of the tivaevae is moved, the rest of its structure 
compensates. When a movement is made at one side 
of the quilt, it is neither predictable nor predetermined 
what will happen at the other. If the cosmos is a vast 
tivaevae, then architecture is humanity pulling this 
quilt around itself; gathering together handfuls of fabric, 
fundamentally changing how the tivaevae will lie forever.
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—Fig. 7; Maungawhau basalt.

CHAPTER TWO: KŌRERO | DIALOGUE

What then, does the plural ontology established 
in Chapter One mean for the architectural 
discipline in Aotearoa New Zealand and Te 
Moana nui a Kiwa? How might we pull the 
tivaevae | quilt around ourselves so as not to 
damage it? What is an appropriate architectural 
practice with respect to this hybrid conception 
of the material world? These are the questions 
to be addressed in this section, which provides 
an overview of my personal architectural 
methodology. The chapter will begin with 
an introduction to the idea of making, and a 
discussion of architectural materials in relation 
to the thesis’ metaphysical foundations. It 
will then move on to describe an architectural 
practice that centres these materials and 
their relationality. The section will briefly 
touch on precedents for a materially-sensitive 
methodology, before lastly introducing the four 
material case studies that make up the project’s 
design component.

MAKING; THE REJECTION OF 
HYLOMORPHISM

The notion of making is central to the 
architectural approach outlined in this chapter. 
In the context of the plural ontology, the act of 
making things becomes an important form of 

1. Ingold, Making: Anthropology, Archaeology, Art, and Architecture, 21.
2. Ingold, 37.

first-person research undertaken not in pursuit 
of an object, but in pursuit of the lessons that are 
drawn from the process. Tim Ingold discusses 
making as a collaborative endeavour, framing 
material as something to be worked with rather 
than on:

I want to think of making, instead, as a process of growth. 
This is to place the maker from the outset as a participant 
in amongst a world of active materials. These materials are 
what [they have] to work with, and in the process of making 
[they] ‘join forces’ with them, bringing them together 
or splitting them apart, synthesising and distilling, in 
anticipation of what might emerge.1

Understood in this way, the act of physically 
making something sees the maker themselves 
assume the role of facilitator rather than that 
of director. This is at odds with the hylomorphic 
model of the relationship between designer 
and outcome. Hylomorphism, which comes 
from the Greek words for matter and form, is a 
reductive notion that defines making as the 
direct translation from the idea in the mind of the 
designer to the object.2 This is an anthropocentric 
framing of the process; empowering the human 
designer with the sole capacity to create change 
in the material world. The hylomorphic model 
overlooks the agency of nonhuman entities, 
undermining their potential to affect the 
outcome of creative endeavours. Hylomorphism 
reduces the material world to an inert canvas 
onto which the intelligent designer imposes 
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their will. Furthermore, hylomorphic attitudes 
are closely tied to notions of human mastery 
over nature. Not only is this idea founded on an 
oversimplified binary conception of the world, 
but I believe it is also problematic in terms of 
colonial attitudes towards whenua | land and the 
increasingly diminished natural resources of the 
earth. 

ARCHITECTURAL MATERIALS; TOUCHING 
TIVAEVAE

Chapter One established the notion that 
matter embodies its own history | carries its 
whakapapa intrinsically. Within an architectural 
context, this idea extends to both macro and 
micro scales. At the macro scale, composite 
architectural entities such as whole buildings 
exist within an interconnected framework, 
in a constant dance of inter-influence with 
everything they interact with. As a building 
stands over time, it accumulates a palimpsest of 
historical engagements which are recorded both 
physically in the fabric of its material form and 
metaphysically within its immanent essence.3 

3. Gage’s aforementioned piece on the architectural implications of OOO and Yates’ piece on mauri as an immanental ethical 
framework are appropriate readings for the macro-scale implications.
4. Although discussed in Chapter One, it should be reiterated that the theoretical stance for which this thesis advocates is not 
an individualistic philosophy, despite framing entities as points in a field; instead the emphasis must be placed on the relational 
mesh. The world is understood as an interconnected whole and therefore is about the collective rather than the individual, as the 
latter fundamentally depends on the former.
5. I first encountered the term material narratives as the title of an elective paper run by Dr. Jeremy Treadwell. This paper had a 
powerful impact on the thesis, as well as on my practice and philosophy as a whole.

At a micro scale, the same phenomena occur 
with the material instances that make up the 
architectural whole. Prior to its inclusion in an 
architectural assemblage, each material instance 
is fundamentally shaped by its interactions and 
relationships with other things.4 Each material 
brings with it its entire history; a narrative that 
dictates both its physical characteristics and 
its human associations.5 This thesis focuses 
primarily on the micro scale, and argues for 
an architectural practice that foregrounds the 
inherent whakapapa | embodied history of the 
materials most relevant to a project. Architectural 
materials are the parts of the tivaevae | quilt 
that we touch directly, and therefore should be 
thoughtfully considered and employed in ways 
that allow them to express their agency. 

In order to make architecture in a way that 
privileges this whakapapa | embodied history, 
it is important that we engage directly with 
material so as to embrace its characteristics. 
Every ridge, hole, sparkle, and delineation is an 
agental expression. Metaphysically speaking, 
no two instances of material are identical; each 
piece being the unique product of a long chain 
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of physical phenomena and agental interactions. 
Just as it is ill-advised to break ground without 
first consulting a historical account of where 
underground services might be buried, it makes 
no sense to engage a material without coming to 
terms with its history. The consequences might 
be less obviously harmful, yet the principle 
remains the same. In saying this, within a tikanga 
Māori context, to engage an entity with no 
prior knowledge of the state of its mauri may 
well be quite literally harmful. It follows that a 
thorough architectural process requires a period 
of material investigation; a phase of extended 
preliminary research whereby the designer(s) 
comes to terms with the material they are to 
engage. This period involves the intertwining 
of human and material whakapapa | embodied 
history, and leads to a level of comprehension 
unachievable through conventional methods. 
This process however is not one undertaken 
in fear, nor as a tick-box exercise that amounts 
to extended administration. Instead it is an 
exciting period which, in the case of my personal 
methodology, is the primary generative stage of 
the architectural process. 

KŌRERO | DIALOGUE; BEING

The process of making can be framed as a 
conversation; a metaphysical and physical 

6. Ingold, Making: Anthropology, Archaeology, Art, and Architecture, 31.

back-and-forth between inherent material 
characteristics and human intention. These 
kōrero | dialogues might also take place between 
materials, tools, spaces, and abstract ideas. It 
follows that making complex assemblages, such 
as buildings, becomes an extended series of these 
kōrero | dialogues whereby each entity engages in 
both complementary and competing endeavours 
of agental expression. This is echoed by Ingold, 
who also frames relational engagement with 
materials as a two-way dialogue between maker 
and material:

Materials are ineffable. They cannot be pinned down in 
terms of established concepts or categories. To describe any 
material is to pose a riddle, whose answer can be discovered 
only through observation and engagement with what is 
there. The riddle gives the material a voice and allows it to 
tell its own story: it is up to us, then, to listen, and from the 
clues it offers, to discover what is speaking.6

These kōrero | dialogues lead to the development 
of whanaungatanga | relationships between 
agental entities which, when facilitated properly, 
result in mutually-beneficial exchanges 
and assemblages. Positive kōrero | dialogue 
occurs when all entities are able to bring their 
whole whakapapa | embodied histories to 
the engagement, and are acknowledged and 
celebrated for doing so. 

Of paramount importance in any conversation 
is the capacity to listen. Within the context of 
material kōrero | dialogue, the act of listening 
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can be parallelled with the notion of being. 
Being can be described as a period or process 
of coming to terms with a significant material 
instance. There are a finite number of ways in 
which a human designer is able to interact with 
any given material entity, and therefore the 
properties that are able to be engaged should be 
considered, or listened to, carefully. This process 
of consideration is hands-on, and might span 
minutes, hours, days, or more. For example, 
one might spend several working days taking 
the time to consider, touch, and document the 
material before cutting into it for the first time. 
7For my architectural practice, being or listening 
is the first stage of the process; a period of 
embodied material contemplation that precedes 
any making. 

It is important to acknowledge the formal role 
that human whanaungatanga | relationships play 
within this architectural methodology. While 
much of the theoretical backgrounding of this 
thesis has focused on expanding the agental field 
to include the nonhuman, it would be neglectful 
to overlook how the argument extends to 
interpersonal interaction. Before arriving at the 
doorstep of the maker themselves, most material 
instances have already been involved in multiple 
interactions with humans. These relationships 

7. The notion of the cut will be discussed in Chapter Three as a fundamental tooling process.
8. Stewart, Māori Philosophy: Indigenous Thinking from Aotearoa, 12.
9. It is important that I note here my awareness of the paradoxical ascription of agency to te reo Māori whilst arguing for a 
theoretical perspective that turns away from structuralist emphases on language and discourse.

are both direct and indirect. To at least some 
degree, materials are directly extracted from the 
earth, processed, and transported via human 
labour. They are also implicated in a number 
of indirect relationships such as planning, 
funding, commission, or other organisational 
phenomena. This idea speaks to the notion of the 
interconnected field discussed in Chapter One. 
Material instances are the product of a wide array 
of agental interactions; essentially intertwined 
with human whakapapa. In this way, material 
embodies the labour of those who have worked 
with it across its existence, absorbing both 
figurative and literal blood, sweat, and tears.

There is a significant connection between the 
notion of making as kōrero | dialogue and the 
oral traditions that are the primary format of 
Indigenous Māori-Pacific scholarship. In Te 
Ao Māori, oral traditions are the fundamental 
means for the transmission, retention, and 
development of knowledge. Furthermore, te 
reo Māori is itself central to Māori philosophy. 
This is summarised by Stewart, who writes 
that the language constitutes a vital part of the 
spirit or wairua of her book.8 This is somewhat at 
odds with the written conventions of Western 
academia that dictate the format of this thesis.9 In 
Western contexts, language is often reduced to a 
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mere tool or means of communication without 
epistemological potential of its own.10 While I 
am unable to drastically alter the format of this 
thesis, I am able to argue that the methodology 
the project puts forward equates to a form of 
tangible architectural research. According to the 
Indigenous Māori-Pacific worldview, oral modes 
of communication are central to epistemology, 
and therefore to research as the pursuit of 
knowledge. If the act of making is understood as a 
conversation, it follows that material 
kōrero | dialogue is a legitimate research 
methodology; a series of tangible qualitative 
investigations with the material world.

For my personal architectural practice, 
embodied engagement with materials is the 
primary means of concept generation and 
development. The kōrero | dialogues described 
above are simultaneously a source and a 
product of architectural inspiration. Through 
several iterative series of making, architectural 
ideas are established, tested, and refined. The 
objects that result from this research might be 
described as a kind of architectural model, in the 
loosest sense of the term. Over the past years, 
these pieces have been termed by others as 
material meditations, proto-architecture, and material 

10. As much as I would prefer not to refer to the work of a Nazi, this does relate to the Heideggerian tool analysis which frames 
tools as objects that recede away from our perception so long as they are functioning as intended. In the tool analogy, we are only 
made aware of an object’s true nature if it ceases to work properly. 
11. The notion of proto-architecture was introduced to me by Dr. Jeremy Treadwell when describing these objects. Jeremy 
outlined that the term described the work’s ability to pursue architectural ideas without being bound to conventional 
architectural issues.

investigations.11 The models generally sit between 
conventional architectural scales, and can be read 
in a variety of ways by both myself and others. 
This ambiguity is important, as it prevents a piece 
from being confined by  a single interpretation, 
leaving it unlimited in its generative potential. 
Investigations often pursue several ideas at once, 
exploring issues of proportion, composition, 
scale, weight, mass, and contrast. A piece might 
address the massing of a whole building, or a 
singular detail or junction. This material 
kōrero | dialogue does not pursue form, nor does 
it prioritise the discovery of novel or exciting 
material applications or tooling methods. Instead 
the practice aims to celebrate, elevate, and privilege 
the immense embodied value present within 
the materials most relevant to a given project. 
Each material investigation is an improvised 
gesture intended to solicit intuitive responses 
from the people it engages with. These responses 
are often recorded and discussed within my 
relational circles before further investigation 
takes place. Again this highlights the importance 
of whanaungatanga | relationships within my 
personal architectural practice. Chapter Three 
provides an in-depth analysis of several series of 
material investigations which serve to exemplify 
the process established in this section.
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DRAWING CONVENTION

Architectural drawing has privileged a homogenous 
(western) culture and socio-cultural individualism, and is 
therefore yet to acknowledge heterogeneous society and 
community collectivism.12

 
If making is a kōrero | dialogue that forms 
relationships, constitutes research, and 
generates architectural ideas, what then is the 
role of conventional architectural drawing 
within this practice? This question has been 
posed several times throughout the project’s 
development, and is addressed via a return to 
the notion of hylomorphism introduced at the 
beginning of the chapter. Viewed through the 
hylomorphic lens, prescriptive drawing stands as 
an intermediary step between design and object. 
Within conventional Western architectural 
practice, drawing becomes a hylomorphic 
medium via which the exact intentions of the 
designer are imposed on the material world. 
Prescriptive drawings, such as consenting 
documents and fabrication blueprints, play 
a purely instructional role, failing to account 
for the influence that matter itself might have 
over the outcome. To overlook the inherent 
potential of materials to affect the process is 
negligent, and often results in things not going 
to plan. Furthermore, when drawing is placed in 
an intermediary role as merely the means to an 

12. Müller, “Matā’apu, fausaga fa’aopopo i fale ma maota o tagata mai le atu nu’u Samoa/Extensions and additions to the 
domestic dwellings of Samoan diaspora,” 61.

object, its own agental capacity is undermined. 
The reconception of the position of drawing 
within the process of making facilitates clearer 
and direct kōrero | dialogue between designer, 
maker, and material.

Within my practice, and especially in this thesis, 
I attempt to limit drawing largely to a role 
where either the media itself expresses agency, 
or it aids the material in doing so. The material 
investigations that form the majority of my 
creative output are never precisely drawn prior 
to making. If used at all, drawing methods are 
employed for rough proportional work and as a 
post-factum documentative tool. Drawing also 
plays a role in the being phase described earlier, 
where it is used to exaggerate and expand on 
material characteristics via indexical techniques 
such as rubbing, pressing, stamping, and 
photography. 

My use of drawing is rudimentary; there are 
many far more sophisticated agental drawing 
methodologies that have influenced my thinking 
in this area. Most significant in this regard has 
been Karamia Müller’s relational drawing, which 
is outlined in her 2011 thesis, “Matā’apu, fausaga 
fa’aopopo i fale ma maota o tagata mai le atu nu’u 
Samoa/Extensions and additions to the domestic 
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dwellings of Samoan diaspora.”13 In this work, 
Müller highlights how important cultural and 
spatial phenomena are omitted within Western 
architectural drawing conventions, and responds 
by proposing a culturally-sensitive drawing 
practice that critiques orthodox documentation 
methods.

The whanaungatanga | relationships between 
designer, maker, and material, have been 
abstracted to a point of noncontact. This 
problem can often be observed within the walls 
of architecture schools, where the concept has 
become more powerful than the material. During 
my time as both a student and teacher within 
the faculty, I have noted a collective insistence 
on getting to a design. Oftentimes, if someone 
has achieved the state of having a design, meaning 
that they have come up with an idea, they can 
relax about the semester’s studio course. This 
is an example of how the idea becomes more 
important than any material manifestation. 
This is not to argue that each student should 
be constructing a building each semester, but 
to highlight the notion of how the material 
world is framed as secondary to human mental 
constructs within architecture. In other words, to 
have an idea is often more valuable than having 
the material outcome. Furthermore, the success 
of an architecturally-resolved object is always 
compared in relation to the idea, or otherwise the 

13. Müller, 60.

drawing that represents it. These hylomorphic 
ideas are innocently perpetuated throughout the 
discipline; something that this thesis seeks to 
address.

PRECEDENTS FOR A MATERIALLY-
SENSITIVE PRACTICE

 
It is important to briefly discuss precedents for 
the architectural philosophy and practice for 
which this thesis argues. Within the discipline, 
there are many examples of practitioners who 
privilege their engagements with the material 
world, and many more who employ architectural 
materials in sensitive, thoughtful, and beautiful 
ways. It would be no proper architectural thesis 
on materials without acknowledging the likes of 
Peter Zumthor, Herzog and de Meuron, and Anne 
Holthrop. Locally there are brilliant materially-
sensitive offices such as Cheshire, Herbst, 
Crosson, Stevens Lawson, and Patchwork, to 
name just a tiny few. Auckland-based Strachan 
Group Architects have developed a business 
model that integrates their architectural studio 
with a joinery workshop for hands-on design, 
testing, and fabrication. Auckland/Lyttelton 
practice Bull O’Sullivan are well known for 
adding a personal touch to client commissions, 
often delivering a handcrafted furniture 
centrepiece for each of their residential projects. 
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This is a prime example of an architectural 
practice with a strong connection to craft.  

Raimana Jones, an Auckland maker and 
designer with an architectural background, 
places materials at the forefront of his creative 
process.14 In an insightful blog post on centering 
material practice, Jones likens the act of making 
to that of cooking, whereby materials take the 
place of ingredients. Jones continues with this 
analogy, discussing how different materials 
require specific fabrication methods or tooling 
processes in order to be employed effectively.15 
Similarly to my personal practice, Jones also 
frames materials as the source of inspiration for 
the works in which they are to be included. This 
emphasis on differing tooling processes relates 
to another precedent, Richard Serra’s Verblist, 
which consists of two pieces of paper with a 
handwritten list of actions. Serra’s list speaks 
to the wide variety of potential ways in which a 
material might be engaged. As touched on above, 
my personal approach does not focus directly on 
tooling methods in the way that Jones or Serra 
might, but these examples remain relevant to the 
project overall. 

The aforementioned Studio Anne Holthrop, ZAV 
Architects, Neri Oxman, Gramazio & Kohler, and 
Emerging Objects, are architectural practices 

14. Jones, “Designing Through Materials: a Practical Framework.”
15. Jones.

known for being at the frontier of novel material 
application — often with a particular emphasis 
on sustainability and green design. In terms of 
specifically new materialist precedents, Zürich-
based architectural practice Studio Eidola and 
English artist Max Lamb make for interesting 
examples. Much of Lamb’s work, for instance, 
revolves around pushing unconventional 
materials to their limits whilst using them to 
create a vast collection of chairs. 

Lastly, an example of sculptural work that 
celebrates and elevates material characteristics is 
Reuben Paterson’s Guide Kaiārahi. The Auckland 
Art Gallery Toi o Tāmaki commission takes the 
form of a crystal waka standing on its end, rising 
out of a reflecting pool. Paterson’s critical use of 
materials, strong compositional gestures, and a 
detailed cosmological narrative create a powerful 
sculptural precedent for the material outcomes 
of this thesis. 

The precedents listed above are just a small 
selection of relevant examples for my 
architectural practice. The primary point of 
difference for this thesis is that it attempts to 
create an ontological and architectural bridge 
between many of the ideas that these precedents 
address separately. 
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FOUR MATERIALS

While the architectural discipline often 
ascribes value to a material based on its 
aesthetic characteristics, economic scarcity, and 
construction performance, the inherent value of 
its whakaapapa | history and 
whanaungatanga | relationships is commonly 
overlooked. My personal practice can be 
summarised as an attempt to foreground this 
value. Over the pages that follow, I will introduce 
the four materials that have been selected to 
exemplify this architectural methodology. Where 
possible, these have been sourced directly from 
their places of production or processing, rather 
than via a retail intermediary. Great effort has 
been made to ensure that each material instance 
can be reliably traced back to the whenua of 
which they are all ultimately an extension. These 
narratives will set the stage for the material 
investigations that are the subject of Chapter 
Three. 

It is important to note that from this point 
onward, the thesis takes a tonal step down from 
formal to relatively personal. This shift aligns the 
project’s language to the subjective experiences 
and opinions discussed in Chapter Three. It also 
reflects the conversational nature of the material 
engagements that have taken place.
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MAUNGAWHAU BASALT

Maungawhau basalt is one of Tāmaki’s most 
important materials. For almost 30,000 years, 
the maunga has anchored the isthmus; the 
centrepiece of a vast volcanic field. Maungawhau 
Mt. Eden has witnessed all of Aotearoa’s human 
history, and may well outlast it. In pre-colonial 
times, it was the site of an important pā with 
long sight lines over the isthmus that provided 
strategic control over the region for its people. 
It was also the place of reference for the slice 
of land gifted by mana whenua to become the 
settlement of Auckland. Maungawhau is a sacred 
volcanic cone, fundamentally intertwined with 
the history of the whenua and its people. 

The maunga was quarried throughout the first 
half of the 20th century at the hands of the 
colonial government. This was primarily enacted 
through the use of prison labour, setting up a 
discomforting dynamic whereby incarcerated 
people were forced to mine away the very 
mountain that established their city. Instances 
of stone taken from Maungawhau are today 
scattered throughout Tāmaki, isolated from 
their place of power and belonging. Across the 
city, Maungawhau basalt is found in stone walls, 
colonial architecture, and as kerb stones along 
historic streets. This material is imbued with the 
region’s history, and carries with it physical and 
metaphysical evidence of relationships that need 
to be privileged within Auckland architecture.

The material instances of Maungawhau basalt 
involved in this thesis have been sourced from 
construction sites in the immediate vicinity of 
the maunga, as well as from neglected stone walls 
in the central suburbs. These stones have been 
liberated from places of disregard, never from 
Maungawhau itself. 

—Fig. 8; Maungawhau basalt.
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MANGAKAHIA RIVER TIMBERS

Descendants of Tāne himself, great trees of 
tōtara and rimu have populated Te Tai Tokerau 
for millenia. The kaumātua of the forest, these 
trees play a vital role in the ecosystem that they 
tower over. Individual trees have been known to 
live for over 1000 years, meaning that they too 
have witnessed the entirety of Aotearoa’s human 
history. 

During the late 19th century, the forests of Te Tai 
Tokerau were violently stripped by the industrial 
forces of a growing nation. The region’s endemic 
hardwood trees were ascribed new value based 
on the structural potential of their timbers, while 
their existing relational value was dismissed 
entirely. Trees felled in and around the Mataraua 
Forest were bundled on site and floated down 
the Mangakahia River, through the domain of 
taniwha Pokopoko and Rangiriri, and toward the 
Kaipara harbour for milling. As many as one in 
ten logs sank to the riverbed during this process, 
where they have remained for up to 150 years. 

During what is a brief stopover in a long material 
whakapapa | history, this material has been 
physically preserved and essentially enriched. 
Whilst hiding from industrial exploitation, 
each instance of timber has formed new agental 
relationships with the material world that 
surrounds it. 

Recently, many instances of this timber have 
been faithfully salvaged by the Ruddell family 
of NZ Native River Wood. In a demanding 
and somewhat treacherous process, each log is 
located, surfaced, and carefully brought to shore. 
They are then milled and dried before being 
distributed to makers across Aotearoa, one of 
whom is David White — a master furniture 
maker and craftsperson. Through David, pieces 
of Mangakahia tōtara and rimu have made their 
way to me for inclusion in this project. From their 
beginnings in the forests of Te Tai Tokerau to 
their periords of submersion in the region’s awa, 
these materials embody a narrative which will be 
celebrated in the work to come.

—Fig. 9; Mangakahia rimu.
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TIWAI POINT ALUMINIUM

Aluminium carries with it a complex material 
narrative which is the product of a specific series 
of agental interactions. While stone and timber 
can be conceived as simple extensions of the 
whenua, aluminium is the result of mineral 
agency and precise human intentions coming 
together in an explosion of labour, energy, and 
destruction. In this way, what we think of as raw 
aluminium is in fact already a complex industrial 
assemblage. This cold, malleable, and lightweight 
material is produced via processes of intense 
heat, overwhelming industrial force, and with 
heavy environmental footprints. 

The Tiwai Point aluminium involved in this 
thesis began its journey thousands of kilometres 
away in the form of bauxite rock. It was extracted 
from the earth by Australian miners in Weipa 
and Gove — Indigenous Yupanguthi and Yolngu 
territories respectively. It was then transported to 
the Queensland alumina refinery for processing 
into aluminium oxide, before being shipped to 
Aotearoa for smelting. 

The Tiwai Point Aluminium Smelter is the 
country’s only place of aluminium production; 
its operations accounting for over ten percent of 
national electricity consumption. This immense 
energy allocation is generated largely via the 
natural landscape, which is therefore essentially 
associated with each material instance produced. 

Tiwai Point aluminium also embodies the labour 
of the community that operates the smelter, 
as well as its economic extensions. At Tiwai 
Point, the heavy processes of production have 
left behind huge quantities of industrial waste 
that, if not dealt with, will be catastrophic for 
the environment. The aluminium is therefore 
inherently toxic by association, taking an 
irreversible toll on the ecosystems it arises from. 

Within architecture, aluminium is valued 
exclusively for its physical characteristics, while 
the overwhelming embodied cost within each 
material instance is overlooked. This thesis 
argues that this material should be considered 
not for how easily it extrudes into joinery, but 
for the magnitude of its relationality. The 33 
kilogram ingot of pure Tiwai Point aluminium 
involved in this project stands as a memorial 
to the environmental sacrifices demanded 
by its production. Its material narrative is to 
be foregrounded and its architectural status 
elevated through the kōrero | dialogues that 
follow.

—Fig.10; Tiwai Point aluminium.
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MAUKE TAMANU

The tamanu tree, also known as mastwood, 
beauty leaf, island mahogany, and calophyllum, 
grows throughout Te Moana nui a Kiwa. Within 
Kūki ‘Āirani Cook Islands, these hardwood trees 
are treated with immense respect. Traditionally, 
when a tree’s timber is required for the building 
of a house or boat, the community gathers for 
karakia and ceremony before any labour takes 
place. The harvesting of such timber from the 
whenua is not taken lightly — each material 
instance holds substantial cultural and relational 
value. 

The tamanu involved in this project started 
its journey on Mauke, a small motu of Ngā Pū 
Toru, the easternmost group of Kūki ‘Āirani 
Cook Islands. Mauke is one of my family’s 
ancestral homelands and the birthplace of my 
grandmother, to whom this thesis is dedicated. A 
tamanu tree was felled approximately 70 years 
ago and its timber shipped to Aotearoa for use in 
the homes of extended family. A small amount 
of this timber was gifted to my grandparents, 
who employed it as a single decorative wall in 
my grandmother’s house in Milford, Tāmaki. 
This wall, a central element in my childhood 
home, became a large part of the inspiration for 
this thesis. Fourteen other rough-sawn slabs of 
Mauke tamanu rested under the same house 
until they were retrieved in late 2020 to be 
included in this project. 

Each instance of this important timber clearly 
bears the traces of its history — a physical record 
of its journey. Having followed my grandmother 
from her tūrangawaewae to her home in 
Aotearoa, this timber embodies my personal 
whakapapa, and is to become a summative 
example of the architectural process and 
philosophy established in this thesis. 

—Fig. 11; Mauke tamanu.
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—Fig. 12; Tamanu slabs in the level five architecture studios.

CHAPTER THREE: CELEBRATE, ELEVATE, PRIVILEGE

This chapter serves to demonstrate the 
architectural philosophy, practice, and research 
methodology established in Chapters One 
and Two. The section will examine in detail the 
material conversations that have taken place 
across the year-long thesis term, conveying 
personal insights and reflections along the way. 

As introduced at the end of Chapter Two, four 
materials of significance were identified and 
sourced for inclusion in the project. At the outset, 
I had no preconceived intention for the work 
other than to allow myself to engage thoroughly 
with each material. As the process developed, the 
aforementioned notions of celebrate, elevate, 
and privilege emerged as guiding principles 
for the project’s making. Each iteration of 
sculptural artefacts that has arisen in pursuit of 
these principles speaks to an array of additional 
concepts that compliment the primary themes of 
the thesis. These material investigations became 
increasingly complex over time, beginning as a 
series of simple masses and eventually heading 
toward architectonic gestures that explore 
various relational and structural ideas. 

This chapter is a record of the various personal 
preferences, biases, and intuitions I have 
identified within my making — many of which I 
was not aware of until undertaking this project. It 
has become retrospectively apparent that these 
subjective tendencies can be framed within the 
plural ontology as agental expressions that are a 

product of a specific personal 
whakapapa | embodied history. This is important 
as it provides a theoretically-consistent 
explanation for the inevitable variance between 
different people’s creative practices. While this 
thesis sets out a distinct materially-sensitive 
practice, it acknowledges the role personal 
embodied history plays within all creative 
endeavours. 

It should be noted that my creative process was 
almost entirely suspended for upwards of three 
months due to COVID-19 access restrictions. 
Nonetheless, the work that was able to be 
completed provides sufficient insight into the 
methodology for which the project advocates.  

SERIES ONE; THREE COLUMNS

The sourcing of the project’s materials took far 
longer than expected. As noted earlier, it was my 
intention to gather each instance in a manner 
that was respectful of its embodied history. I 
tried to obtain the material from sources that 
would allow me to reliably trace its journey back 
to the whenua. This meant trying to get as close 
as possible to the material’s most recent place 
of production or processing, rather than trying 
to purchase the subject matter from a retail or 
even wholesale intermediary. Each material 
instance involved in the project ended up being 
a gift — something I’m very grateful for. In order 
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to continue the narrative of each material in a 
positive way, I have since given lots away to my 
students and friends for use in their own making.

The Mangakahia river timber was gifted to 
me during a visit to David White’s workshop 
in Puhoi. David and I spent a couple of hours 
discussing the project and the history of the 
timber he was working with. He outlined the 
processes of its retrieval and processing, and 
showed me how each instance could be traced 
back to an individual lumberjack. 

In the case of the Maungawhau basalt, I had 
worked with the material during design 
projects in the year prior. These projects were 
instrumental in the development of my personal 
architectural approach, and allowed me to 
familiarise myself with the stone, its narrative, 
and the nuances of its tooling. For this project, 
I went out into the suburb of Mt. Eden, where I 
lived at the time, and took pieces of stone from 
places of neglect and disregard. I framed this 
process as an act of liberation; the inclusion of 
discarded rocks in an academic project that is 
based entirely on recognising and celebrating 
their inherent value. I hope that this act will 
contribute in restoring the balance of mauri 
within these instances of stone.

Much effort went into securing a whole 33kg 
aluminium ingot directly from the smelter at 
Tiwai Point. I reached out to Jennifer Nolan 

and the team at Rio Tinto who, once I had 
explained the project’s objectives, graciously 
helped me obtain the material at no cost. The 
inclusion of this aluminium in the project has 
been a controversial topic throughout the 
year’s presentations and conversations. It is my 
intention not to overlook the politics of the 
environmental harm caused by its production, 
but to argue that this very dynamic should 
be acknowledged within its architectural 
employment. When utilised exclusively for 
pragmatic purposes, this material is undervalued 
and the immense embodied cost it carries is 
undermined.

| Fig. 13; The aluminium ingot when it arrived at the 
architecture workshops.
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As detailed in Chapter Two, the first phase of my 
practice involves a period of coming to terms 
with the characteristics of each material instance. 
This process of being or listening occupied the 
whole first month following the arrival of the 
materials. During this time I took the photos that 
have accompanied the thesis to this point. The 
materials often drew excited reactions from both 
myself and friends. The aluminium ingot made 
a particularly significant impact when it arrived 
from Tiwai Point. It’s proportions, tactility, and 
weight made for an impressive mass of material 
in a form not commonly seen in the architectural 
studios. The basalt, rimu, and tōtara were also 
thoughtfully considered for their mass, texture, 
and proportions. The Mauke tamanu, due to its 
personal significance and the limited amount I 
had to work with, was kept aside until much later 
in the year. In this way, the process of being for 
this timber was much longer, which is fitting as it 
was to be the architectural summary of the year’s 
work.

Having spent considerable time coming to 
terms with the first three materials, I eventually 
felt ready to engage with them in a generative 
dialogue — to begin making. As established, the 
ultimate intention was to celebrate, elevate, and 
privilege these materials within an architectonic 
assemblage. The first step, however, was to 
work the materials, which at this stage were 

1. This was done in an attempt to both test the rigour and preserve the integrity of my architectural process.

relatively large and awkward masses, into more 
manageable forms. It should be noted that there 
was no intended workable size at the outset, only 
the inclination to work with smaller instances. 
I began to cut the three pieces of material; a 
process which held my interest for some time 
and would lead to the project’s first series of 
material explorations. Series One became 
about cutting things up, and entailed a period 
of obsessive persistence in pursuit of three 
columns of particular dimensions. Before I delve 
further into the experience and learnings taken 
from these kōrero, it is important to unpack 
the apparent implications and relationalities 
of the cut as a tooling process. The following 
phenomenological list emerged from my 
personal reflections while making Series One. 
While it is theoretically reinforced by the work of 
Ingold, I sought out references on these themes 
only after recording my own thoughts and 
responses.1 

1. To cut something is to force oneself or an extension of 
oneself through or between the very fabric of another 
material entity; perhaps in this way it is an inherently 
violent act. 

2. Cutting is fundamentally related to movement; rarely 
is anything thought to be cut unless at least one entity of 
the interaction is in motion. Motion being the expression 
of agental potential. 
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3. There is often but not always an implication of 
intention which accompanies the motion that cuts. When 
the interaction is devoid of intention, it is often considered 
to be “accidental” and prescribed negative connotations. 

4. Depending on the characteristics of the body being cut 
and the body cutting; a cut is either the division of a body 
into separate instances, or a cutting-into which leaves a 
metaphysically-irreversible line of change. 

5. Furthermore, as noted by Ingold, a cut creates an 
architectural or archaeological section through a body 
— in doing so exposing, or more accurately generating, at 

2. Ingold and Ong. Lines: a Brief History, 45.

least two new surfaces as well as the corresponding edges 
and vertices that border them.2 The surfaces generated by 
a cut reflect the properties of the body that created them. 

6. The cut plays a fundamental role in almost any act 
of material culture. Whether this be the cutting-off or 
extraction of a suitable piece of “raw” material with 
which to work, or a minute adjustment to a nearly 
finished artefact. This is particularly relevant to 
architecture; a practice in which almost every component 
is cut to a new form before being included in the final 
outcome.
 

| Fig. 14; The first cut into the aluminium ingot.
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This list details just a handful of interesting 
metaphysical implications of the cut. This 
analysis was the first of several reflections 
on tooling processes that I engaged with 
throughout the project. My initial thought was 
that the thesis would lead to the experimental 
development of novel tooling processes, perhaps 
for each of the three materials. However, I soon 
realised that experimental tooling processes 
often equated to micro-form finding which 
undermined the inherent value of the materials. 
Nonetheless, this reflexivity is an important 
part of my architectural methodology and 
provides important learnings about material 
engagements. 

During my first day working at the stone saw, 
I cut the basalt into a tall column with base 
dimensions of 78 x 74mm. All sides were cut 
square except for the top surface, which was 
left untouched, retaining the qualities of the 
initial instance. I was happy with this column for 
several reasons. Firstly, it marked the beginning 
of the project’s making, which had not yet started 
several weeks into semester one. This delay was 
perhaps the result of a degree of hesitation that 
developed after a period of over-consideration 
of the significance of each material. The column 
was also a technical achievement; the uniformity 
of its faces is not easy to accomplish without 
leaving saw marks or blowing out any of the 
form’s edges. It is also often difficult to pull larger 
forms from a stone without them breaking. The 

maximum possible dimension of a piece is tied 
to the size of the saw’s diamond blade. I was 
satisfied with the column’s overall proportions, 
and decided that it would be the first basalt piece 
for Series One. 

Following this, I set about making identical 
columns of timber and aluminium. For 
the former, the process was relatively 
straightforward. I chose a piece of tōtara with 

| Fig. 15; The first cut into the first instance of basalt.
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a suitable surface to be left alone, and with 
sufficient dimensions to match the basalt. One 
relevant note here is that timber is by far the 
most flexible of the three materials. I quickly 
discovered that I could always match the timber 
instances to the aluminium and basalt. Trying 
to work in the other direction becomes very 
difficult very quickly. 

Fashioning the aluminium column was 
extremely challenging, the cause of much 
frustration, and the source of many of the lessons 
taken from Series One as a whole. With the tools 
available it was impossible to achieve a cut of 
sufficient length for the long dimension. This 
changed the series from being three identical 
columns to three that step down in height 
between materials. It was also very difficult to 
achieve square cuts into such a dense material 
instance. 

As the ingot was roughly 270 x 250mm at its 
thickest, cutting through it was no easy feat. I 
spent many days making multiple attempts to 
achieve an outcome I was happy with. During 
this time, when my frustrations reached a high 
point, I attempted to cut a failed attempt in half. 
This cut also failed, and I was left with a half-
sliced aluminium block which I ended up trying 
to split with a cold chisel. While I did eventually 
prevail, the process led to the loss of some of the 
ingot’s most interesting textural surfaces. Behind 
on my making schedule, angry at myself for 
wasting more material, and generally dissatisfied 
with my progress, I encountered one of the 
project’s key lessons. I realised that I would 
be unable to treat each material in a uniform 
manner, and that every instance required 
different methods of engagement. In retrospect, 
this seems obvious; the attempted hylomorphic 
imposition of intention onto material that failed 
terribly, but I didn’t realise this at the time.

The Series One columns also provided 
opportunities for reflection on my personal 
proportional preferences, which lean toward a 
certain slender verticality. The columns also draw 
attention to how the contrast between cut and 
uncut surfaces tends to exaggerate and enhance 
the characteristics of both faces.

| Fig. 16; The half-cut block, embodying the frustration of a 
perceived failure; later becoming a valuable lesson.  Fig. 17; Series One; Three Columns. —
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SERIES TWO; COLLECTIVITY, 
EMBODIED LABOUR, TE POU

At the beginning of this series I set out to create 
three further pieces that celebrated each material 
separately. I would work on these investigations 
one at a time, rather than simultaneously as I had 
done for Series One. I also wanted to push the 
work in an explicitly architectural direction. This 
was not necessarily in pursuit of an architectural 
outcome, but I was interested in exploring more 
sophisticated material relationships. 

More complex assemblages would require 
additional components. To satisfy this I 
decided to include a consistent palette of local 
macrocarpa and bronze rod to support and 
compliment the primary materials within each 
piece. This decision allowed for a much wider 
range of sculptural compositions without 
requiring that I mixed the primary materials 
together. The possibility of combining the 
four materials has been raised several times 
throughout the year. It was my ultimate decision 
that each material should be investigated in 
isolation to ensure it remains the central focus of 
the conversations it is a part of.

I began the process with a piece of Maungawhau 
basalt that had a partciular crescent shape I 
found intriguing. After spending time holding 
the piece in my hands, considering its potential, 
I decided I would try and elevate or suspend 

it above a timber base. Due to being relatively 
heavy, it was clear that the stone would need a 
substantial support mechanism. I decided to 
attempt to hold it up on a grid of bronze rods that 
would follow the contours of its surface. Over an 
afternoon, I cut each piece by hand and drilled 
them into a piece of rough-sawn macrocarpa. 
Each length of rod was measured by eye against 
the stone and cut accordingly. Eventually, the 
supporting network of vertical rods was strong 
enough to suspend the stone off the base.

During its creation, it became apparent that the 
piece was speaking to a notion of collectivity 
or perhaps interconnection. Close examination 
of the points of contact between bronze and 
stone reveals that at any given time many of 
the supporting rods are not in contact with the 
basalt at all. Together however, the network 
holds the stone up reliably. On an adjacent note, 
each bronze element is cut specifically for its 
location in relation to the stone, meaning that 
no two pieces are similar but every piece is part 
of the collective whole. This can be framed 
as a material exploration of the notions of 
whakapapa and interconnectivity outlined in 
Chapter One. It is important to note how this 
piece exists in a state that is simultaneously 
fragile and stable. The stone is nestled into a bed 
of supporting elements that are not joined to it in 
any way, yet is  stable to the touch. This perhaps 
speaks to the reliability of the collective without 
the need for formalised bonds. 

 Fig. 18; Series Two; Collectivity. —
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— Fig. 19; Aluminium textural explorations.

| Fig. 20;  Series Two; Embodied Labour.  

The aluminium component of Series Two began 
with a range of textural tooling experiements. 
I cut  several small blocks from the ingot and 
proceeded to texture them with a variety of hand 
tools including hammers, chisels, and stone 
wedges.  Seen at the top of Fig. 18 to the left, the 
most successful of these textures was made with 
the peen of a machinist’s hammer. Each strike 
leaves a singular dimple in the block’s face, but 
when the boundaries of these indents overlap 
they create a unique network of ridges across the 
surface. 

Next I swapped the relatively thick aluminium 
block for sheet and repeated the process. For 
the first time since receiving the ingot, I began 
to understand why aluminium is employed in 
this form so often. The metal was all of a sudden 
easily workable, receptive to my intentions, 
willing to be worked with rather than on. I took 
two proportioned sheets and hammered them 
for roughly three hours, stopping periodically to 
rest during what was a loud and labour-intensive 
process. The relentless strikes slowly patterened 
the material, creating a delicate plate that 
reflected a successful coming-together of human 
and material agency. These sheets were folded at 
the top and hung from a lightweight macrocarpa 
substructure via a simple connection mechanism 
I devised on the day. The final piece allows the 
hammered sheets to drape downwards, covering 
the substructure and gently swaying with the 
breeze. 

This model is one of the project’s most successful 
material conversations. Within its making were 
many lessons about aluminium and the tooling 
processes that suit it best. It also explores the idea 
of how material physically records its history. 
Lastly, the patterned sheets invoke watery 
imagery, linking the material back to its molten 
origins in the smelter and the subterranean 
conditions that gave rise to its mineral 
components.
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The timber explorations of Series Two began 
after a conversation with my supervisor about 
how I might break away from the rigid forms 
that governed Series One. At the time, Lynda 
and I discussed how the uniform columns had 
become problematic, restricting my perspective 
and preventing critical engagement with the 
material. While they were a useful first step, the 
making needed to develop. Lynda suggested I 
pursue the notions of softness and tactility via 
hand-tooling processes. I embraced this prompt 
and began to carve instances of tōtara and rimu 
by hand, quickly learning that the latter was far 
easier to work.

Over the days that followed, and with the 
assitance of workshop technician Vincent, I 
picked up the fundamentals of using carving 
chisels. I found this process particularly 
enjoyable and it has since taken a more central 
role in my work. As with the aluminium 
experiments, I was drawn to the textural 
characteristics of the material and how they 
might be manipulated. The gentle scalloping 
that comes from using a low-angle chisel  accross 
the face of a material was particularly appealing. 
When making this texture, it is important to find 
the perfect balance between removing too much 
or too little material. Too much and the timber 
will splinter, too little and the desired texture is 
never achieved. Also of note is the warmth of the 
chisels as they absorb body heat over the course 
of the session.  

For the final carved piece for Series Two. I began 
with the intention to texture an entire column 
of rimu; thus directly softening its problematic 
rigid form. Over the course of a week I worked 
along its length, cutting exclusively by hand 
until satisfied with the consistency of its texture. 
When finished, it was clear that the piece needed 
a supporting material to elevate it from stick 
to sculpture. At this point I decided to adorn 
the carving by wrapping a portion of its length 
in copper wire. The wire had the desired effect, 
grounding and accentuating the earthen tones of 
the timber. 

| Fig. 22; Tōtara carving experiment, my first attempt at hand 
carving.

| Fig. 21;  Series Two; Embodied Labour.  
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This investigation was relatively successful; 
embodying two weeks’ labour and finally 
breaking the dominance of the mechanically-cut 
square edges of Series One. The piece also reflects 
substantial developments in my technical 
capabilities as a craftsperson.  

The piece evokes the language of pou; the Māori 
term for an upright post which often demarcates 
space, represents tīpuna, and creates physical 
connections between land and sky. At this 
point in the project, I began to reflect on the 
fundamental formal gestures of Aotearoa and Te 
Moana nui a Kiwa and how they might relate to 
material agency. For example, the timber used in 
this piece is unique among the three materials 
in having a linear grain. Due to this, the material 
lends itself to vertical and linear forms.

The copper adornment gestures to the notion of a 
ground line, serving to orient the work in relation 
to the earth. The proportional relationship 
between the two materials is also important; the 
copper intended to elevate the timber without 
overwhelming it.

Lastly, this pou speaks to the notion of 
wrapping, which is associated with the personal 
architectural definition of tivaevae | quilt 
outlined at the end of Chapter One. Read in this 
way, the rimu becomes humanity and the copper 
a representation of the material world Te Ao 
Mārama.

| Fig. 23; Series Two; Te Pou.
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| Fig. 24;  Series Two; Te Pou.  

 Fig. 26; Series Two; Collectivity, Embodied Labour, Te Pou. — 

| Fig. 25; Carving te pou.
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SERIES THREE; SUSPENSION, 
COMPOSITION, GROUNDING

Series Three is a direct development of the 
work of Series Two. Each material model is 
an expansion on its Series Two counterpart 
with again an emphasis on developing more 
sophisticated architectonic or proto-architectural 
assemblages. 

The sequence begins with the Maungawhau 
basalt investigation, which again takes the form 
of an elevated stone slab above  macrocarpa base.  
The piece of stone came from a new instance 
of material, which I liberated from a kerbside 
in Grafton. Its surface was home to a variety of 
mossy growths, a beautiful relationship that 
would have been omitted from a conventional 
fabrication drawing. Following a series of 
experiments with the blade depth of the stone 

 Fig. 28; Series Three; Suspension. — 

saw, I cut an array of channels into the surface of 
the instance.  These channels are the width of the 
blade, which is roughly 3mm. Serendipitously, 
this was a suitable gap through which I was 
able to slide bronze rods, thus creating a new 
suspension mechanism. The ends of each rod 
were softly sanded to a rounded point in order to 
hide the rough finish left by the guillotine. 

Due to the tapering of the stone piece, the 
channels decrease in depth as they travel up the 
surface, which in turn exposes the bronze at 
the top. In terms of the model’s base, i selected 
another piece of macrocarpa with a rough surface 
that vaguely aligned with the form of the stone. 

This piece speaks to the notion of suspension in 
a more sophisticated manner than the previous 
basalt investigations. It is also a prime example 
of an architectonic gesture that can be read at a 
variety of scales. It might be interpreted as the 
form of a whole building, or as a single furniture 
junction. This ambiguity generated much 
discussion when brought to Lynda and my group 
of friends. I believe it is successful in celebrating 
the unique characteristics of this basalt slice. 
The act of suspending this valuable stone above 
the figurative ground plane, represented by the 
timber, provides a interesting prompt for how a 
material of such mass might be elevated within 
an architectural composition.

| Fig. 27; Cutting the basalt instance for Series Three.
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| Fig. 29;  Series Three; Suspension.  

| Fig. 31; Hammered aluminium sheet.
— Fig. 30; Series Three; Composition.

The Series Three aluminium investigation saw 
me take the structural ideas from Series Two; 
Embodied Labour and attempt to push them 
further. The reuslt was two more hammered 
sheets suspended within a delicate macrocarpa 
structure. 

Having enjoyed the process the first time around 
I hammered more sheets before trimming 
them to a tapered proportion in line with the 
Series Three basalt piece. While the corner detail 
explored in Series Two was interesting, I felt 
that these pieces would face outward in a tall 
V-shaped composition. At the time I was pushing 
toward more overtly-architectural outcomes, and 
conceived of this arrangment as a kind of facade 
study. 

In order to frame the aluminium, I put together a 
simple pin-jointed frame of uniform macrocarpa 
elements and used the chisel mortiser to cut a 
slot in which it would be embedded. I then drilled 
through the frame and the hammered sheet and 
used the bronze rod to hold the piece together. 

This piece explores my personal compositional 
preferences, clearly exemplifying the 
afforementioned proportional relationships 
that are seen throughout the Series. It is also 
one of the project’s most sophisticated proto-
architectural explorations, simultaneously 
dealing with issues of scale, junction, cantilevered 
structure, and relationship to ground. 

The timber dialogue of Series Three was directly 
inspired by a quote from Jeremy Treadwell’s 
doctoral dissertation: “The first junction is with 
the whenua.”3 Following several disussions with 
Lynda about the relationship these pieces had 
with the ground, I attempted to create something 
that would celebrate this connection.

3. Treadwell, “Tuia Te Whare: The culture of Māori 
architectural technology.” 265.
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| Fig. 32;  Series Three; Grounding.  

The intention was to create a piece that would 
speak to the relationship between man-made 
architecture and the whenua. I began by dressing 
two lengths of the rimu. These pieces were 
notably different to the timber that had been 
involved up to this point. The clean-cut surfaces 
had entirely different tonal properties to those of 
the rough-sawn slab. The dressed rimu was barely 
recognisable as having come from the same 
instance as Series Two; Te Pou. Brightly coloured, 
true, and square, these pieces would represent 
the architecture within the relationship. 

Wanting to gesture to the vertical form of the 
carved pou but expand on its architectonic 
complexity, I decided to create a simple lap joint. 
The junction would be decoratively secured with 
a small length of copper rod, which was cut flush 
to the width of the junction.

Having experimented with the chisel mortiser 
for the aluminium piece, I decided to use it once 
again to embed a much larger piece of timber 
into the figurative ground. This was a relatively 
difficult process as I had decided that the timber 
X would rise from the whenua at an angle. Using 
a block cut to wedge the base at the right slope, 
I incrementally carved out a 40 x 40mm slot 
to hold the rimu. It is usually my preference to 
avoid the use of adhesives, and therefore it was 
important that this slot was dimensioned so that 
it would hold the rimu elements securely. 

 Fig. 33; Series Three; Grounding. — 

Lastly, the junction between figurative ground 
and architecture was also embellished with 
copper rod. 

In summary, Series Three acheived the goal 
of creating a sequence of architecturally-
sophisticated pieces that explored several 
additional concepts. Due to the months-long 
COVID-19 lockdown that began in August 2021, 
this series would be the last set of investigations 
that I would be able to complete as a cohesive 
exercise. 
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— Fig. 34; Series Three; Suspension, Composition, Grounding.
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SERIES FOUR; THREE WAKA

Following the conversations about fundamental 
or default forms within the region, Series Four 
was to take a step away from the architectural 
gestures of Series Three. Prompted by a post-
presentation discussion, I decided that I would 
investigate the waka as a primary formal motif 
across Te Moana nui a Kiwa. 

The material investigations began with the 
casting of several aluminium forms. It was July 
before the year’s various practicalities allowed for 
the casting process to take place, and there was 
much anticipation for the results. Rather than 
attempting to accurately cast an existing form, 
I wanted to facilitate the agental expressions of 
the molten aluminium where possible. I used 
a series of rudimental metal tools to excavate 
forms from a large box of casting sand. This 
process led to a series of linear waka-like forms of 
pure aluminium. 

The aluminium waka was a fantastic result 
that spoke to the process of its creation. It’s 
surface clearly reflecting the bed of sand that 
governed its form. The crystalline shapes of the 
metal’s atomic fabric are visible along its top 
face, showing physical evidence of its molten 
conception.

The intention was to eventually situate the waka 
as the central element in an architectonic piece, 

but this was interrupted by the afforementioned 
lockdown. 

In the months that followed I was almost 
entirely isolated from the architectural practice 
described in this thesis. I found this personally 
very difficult, unable to make any contact with 
the materials that were the primary subjects of 
my academic project. This period of absence, grief, 
and reflection eventually gave rise to theoretical 
developments, but was far from enjoyable 
for some time. Lynda and I spoke at length 
during this time about  how I might continue 
my practice while isolated from the materials. 
We eventually concluded that to continue in a 
conventional architectural mode of production 
such as drawing would be to undermine the very 
process for which I was advocating. Therefore 
this period became the time where I focused 
on developing the theoretical and ontological 
research that constitutes Chapter One. 

The lockdown also enveloped the period 
allocated for the project’s formal presentation. 
This was a significant issue for the thesis, which 
was to be presented in the workshops — the 
primary place of production and material 
investigation. The intention was that the 
presentation would become a celebration of 
the whanungatanga | relationships that have 
together shaped the project. The theoretical and 
emotional significance of this arrangement was 
to serve as the highlight of the year.

 Fig. 35; Franca and Robyn pouring the aluminium. — 
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| Fig. 37; Aluminium forms poured and cooling.

| Fig. 36; Series Four; Rimu Waka, the only piece that was 
created during lockdown.
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| Fig. 39; Series Four; Aluminium Waka.

|Fig. 38; Series Four; Aluminium Waka.
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TAMANU

I was granted access to the workshops in 
December 2021 for a period of two weeks;  the 
last opportunity I would have to work with 
the materials within the project’s timeframe. 
This limited window would be spent trying to 
summarise the thesis in a piece of 1:1 furniture 
that celebrated, elevated, and privileged the slabs 
of Mauke tamanu.

I had decided some months earlier that I was 
to make a small decorative table that would 
represent my personal whakapapa | embodied 
history and the journey of my architectural 
education. 

I spent a considerable amount of time speaking 
with the workshop technicians and friends 
about the form the table would take. Obviously 
I wanted to let the design arise from the material 
itself, but exactly how this would look was open 
for discussion. Together we eventually decided 
on a arrangement of the planks based on a logic 
of trying to minimise the volume of wasted 
material. This utilised the existing taper of the 
timber to create a laminated table top with 
relatively square dimensions. 

I considered for some time how I might elevate 
the table and set it apart as something truly 
special. Firstly, the table’s edges would be 
extensively hand-carved with the texturing 

technique I had developed over the course of 
the project. This would make the table edges 
uniquely tactile. Secondly,  a piece of half-inch 
brass bar would be inlayed down the middle 
of the tabletop. This brass slash | represents 
the plural ontology that governs this thesis, 
my architectural approach, and my personal 
worldview.  

With some hesitancy, I began to work with the 
slices of tamanu that had been in studio for 
the duration of the year. The first action was to 
address the significant borer damage that had 
occurred throughout the sapwood of each piece. 
The edges that would be laminated together 
were removed on the table saw. The edges that 
would become the edges of the table were those 
that would be carved. This process allowed for 
the selective removal of the damanged material 
without sacrificing the entire edge. 

For the frame, I used two kauri bearers that I had 
found under my grandmother’s house the week 
prior. Scott, Adam, and I designed a simple frame 
with a slight taper that would accentuate the 
overhang of the table’s surface. 

This table is the final and most important 
material kōrero | dialogue of the project. It stands 
a summary of the architectural philosophy and 
methdology established in this thesis. It is to be 
kept within my family for generations to come.

— Fig. 40; Tamanu; The Slash |.
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— Fig. 41; Tamanu; The Table.

| Fig. 42; Tamanu; Hand-carved textural detail.
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| Fig. 44; Tamanu; Brass inlay detail.

| Fig. 43; Tamanu; Hand-carved textural detail.
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| Fig. 45; Tamanu; The table.
Fig. 46;  Tamanu; Table and Series One to Three. |
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This thesis has attempted to establish a 
complementary partnership between two 
distinct knowledge systems that have come 
together in the unique cultural context of 
Aotearoa New Zealand. The primary aim of 
establishing a plural ontology is to exemplify a 
collaborative theoretical approach that formally 
values all of the philosophical resources we 
have at our disposal in the region. I hope that 
in drawing this connection, the project might 
contribute to future developments in the field. 
I firmly believe that there is immense untapped 
architectural potential at the intersection of 
these knowledge systems. 

The framing of making as a kōrero | dialogue 
creates a powerful theoretical link between the 
broad field of making/craft scholarship and the 
oral traditions that are central to local Indigenous 
knowledge. While there is much architectural 
interest in each of these topics separately, there 
is very little local scholarship that brings them 
together. 

The framing of making as research has important 
implications in the current political-academic 
climate. As touched on toward the end of 
Chapter One, there are many issues with the 
unwillingness of traditional Western academia 
to accept Indigenous knowledges. While these 
issues are complex far beyond the scope of this 

1. Dunlop, “University Academics’ Claim Mātauranga Māori ‘Not Science’ Sparks Controversy.”

project, it is important that I address where 
they touched this thesis directly. Following 
a 2021 government working group report, 
there was substantial public debate around 
the role of mātauranga Māori in the national 
school curriculum. The saga peaked with a 
letter published by seven academics from 
the University of Auckland who disputed the 
curricular positioning of Māori knowledge 
alongside Western science.1 It is my opinion 
that the letter was a reflection of institutional 
attitudes toward Indigenous knowledge and 
a sign of resistance to change from within the 
academic ranks. I believe that the effects of these 
attitudes can be observed in the University’s 
classifications of essential research, which 
privilege traditional Western positivist science 
disciplines whilst omitting qualitative research 
methods such as the one outlined in this chapter. 
This has had significant impacts on this thesis 
within the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
primarily in the form of unreasonable access 
disparity between faculties. During the latter 
months of 2021, the University’s essential 
research regulations facilitated the safe return 
of Faculty of Science researchers with time-
sensitive subjects while isolating Creative Arts 
and Industries students from their research and 
practices. As is discussed by Linda Tuhiwai Smith, 
the term research is itself imbued with Western-
centric biases that continue to negatively affect 

CONCLUSION
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contemporary Indigenous scholarship as it 
fights against the tide of institutional academia.2 
While the safety regulations put in place are 
vital mechanisms by which communities are 
protected, regressive institutional values have 
been exposed through the post-restriction access 
inequity between faculties. 

The project has further political implications 
in how it relates to the dominant neoliberal 
worldview that governs contemporary 
architectural practice in the region. Under the 
current iteration of developer-centric capitalism, 
value is ascribed to architectural material based 
purely on its potential to generate profit for 
invested parties. Whether the market prioritises 
a material’s structural properties, economic 
scarcity, or aesthetic qualities, it is ultimately 
a narrow and reductive system that overlooks 
the inherent value of the material world. In 
foregrounding the whakapapa | history of 
materials, this thesis argues that the architectural 
discipline should embrace the whole embodied 
value of the matter with which we work. 

In privileging the inherent value of architectural 
materials, the methodology outlined in this 
thesis advocates for a more sustainable practice. 
In acknowledging the whole embodied history 
of each material instance, we are more likely to be 
conscious of the impact that architecture has on 

2. Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples, 1.

the wider ecosystem. 

Avenues not explored in this work due to its 
scope include: deeper engagement with the 
project’s implications for architectural drawing; 
deeper engagement with the political issues 
that arise at the intersection of the project’s two 
ontologies; and of course, more making.  
My proficiency as a craftsperson and maker 
has grown exponentially over the course of my 
architectural education. My practical skillsets 
could not have developed without the facilities, 
resources, and incredible teaching staff within 
the faculty. It is vital that these facilities and 
resources are protected for future students 
of architecture. Following the closure of the 
libraries, the school’s studio spaces and materials 
workshops must be preserved in order for the 
institution to retain its integrity. 

Lastly, this thesis is the summary of five years 
of architectural education that have been a 
formative personal journey. This process has 
brought me far closer to my Pacific identity than 
I could have predicted at the beginning. In being 
exposed to a substantial amount of Indigenous 
scholarship, I have been enlightened about 
different ways of understanding the world’s 
spatial relationships. I will endeavour to include 
these lessons in my architectural practice and 
further teaching within the school.
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 Fig.47; Mauke tamanu. — 
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